Where shall we meet? ANTHONY C. ROBIN Suppose that a group of friends live along a straight road and that they wish to meet somewhere on that road. They wish to choose the meeting place so that they do not have to travel too far; there are several criteria which they could use:
(1) Make the total distance travelled as small as possible.
(2) Make the greatest distance any individual travels as small as possible. (3) Minimise the total of the squares of the distances travelled.
The last one may seem artificial but it is relatively easy to handle algebraically. It also has the effect of over-weighing larger distances. In this article we shall look at criterion (1).
Example If three friends live at positions x = 0, x = 2 and x = 7 on the straight line then the total distance from the point with coordinate x is given by r = | * l + l * -2 | + | x -7 | .
So we wish to find a value of x which minimises T. The graph of T against x is made up of four linear sectons as shown:
It can be seen that the minimum occurs at x = 2, i.e. at the middle one of the three houses.
The reader will be able to see that for any number of friends the total distance may be minimised by choosing the meeting place at one of the friends' houses: in the case of three houses, as above, it will be at the middle house. In fact you can soon see by various methods that with an odd number of houses the middle house is the best meeting place, and with an even number of houses either of the two "middle" houses will do, as will any point between them.
Suppose we now consider the situations where the friends live in a city like Manhattan, based on a grid. So for example the distance from A to B in the figure below is 3 units, comprising 2 across and 1 down. Again, in some sense, the meeting place must be chosen at the "middle" house-but this time in each of two directions.
Example
First consider five friends A,B,C,D,E with houses situated as shown. In the horizontal direction the meeting-place must have the same x-coordinate as that of the "middle" house A, and in the vertical direction the meeting-place must have the same ^-coordinate as that of the "middle" house D. Hence for the five friends the meeting-place must be M s as shown.
In the case where there are six friends A-F as illustrated, similar reasoning shows that the meeting place can be anywhere in the shaded region M 6 .
Having seen what happens in Manhattan geometry, we might like to consider the meeting place is ordinary Euclidean geometry. If the friends' houses are at (a,, b x ),. .., (a", b") then the total distance from the houses to the point (x, y) is given by T=Y J^( x-a,) 2 + (y-b i y.
To minimise T, assuming that the expression is differentiable, we partially differentiate with respect to x and y and obtain If we write 0, for the angle between the x-axis and the line joining the best meeting-point to (a" b t ) then these conditions become £ cos 0, = £ sin 0, = 0.
Hence if u, is the unit vector along the line from the meeting-point to the rth friend, then the condition is that U[ + u 2 H + u" = 0;
i.e. the unit vectors form a closed equal-sided polygon.
Examples
Three friends Four friends meeting-place meeting-place (For some ABC no such point P will exist with angles APB, BPC and CPA all 120° In that case one of A, B and C is the meeting-point.)
(Again this type of point might not exist for some ABCD. In that case one of A, B, C, D is the meetingpoint.)
For 5 or more points the meeting-place is not so easy to find. An iterative technique can be used or the situation can be modelled by drilling holes in a board at the positions of the friends' houses. Then thread is put through each hole with equal weights on the end of each. The other ends are tied together, as shown, and the weights allowed to hang in equilibrium. Ignoring friction, the
Gleanings
Hammer-head "The Hammers' Gazette. .. was priced at one penny; in decimal currency that is 24p." From Hammer, the West-Ham United match programme of 11 November 1989, sent in by Brian Woodgate. tension vectors in the board's plane must have equal magnitude and sum to zero: hence the point M of equilibrium of the knot is the meeting-point.
The interested reader might like to consider what happens in three dimensions; i.e. where should we hold our inter-planetary meetings? You might also consider the problem of linking a number of points by cable so that the minimum length of cable is used. (For three points the best layout of cable is from each of the points to their optimal "meeting-point" found as in the example above. However for 4 or more points there are better layouts of cable.)
The meeting-point problem can also be extended to the case where people meet but some share lifts to the meeting-point, in which case we might wish to minimise the total car distance travelled:
Example Twelve people A x -A l2 have houses as shown and they are going to share lifts in the obvious groups of three. The points B x -Bi show the assembly points for these smaller groups and M the optimal meeting-point.
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We have so far considered what happens in Manhattan and Euclidean geometry, but in practice to travel from one point to another we travel along a network of roads.
Example
One person is coming from each of the places A x -A-, (with no sharing of lifts): where should the meeting-place be? Yet again it can always be chosen to be one of the A, rather than some point between, say, A x and A 2 . (If you thought some point between A x and A 2 was the best meeting-point then some people would reach it via A x and some via A 2 . If more come to it via A x then A l is in fact a better meeting-point, etc. If the same number of people come via A x as come via A 2 then A x or A 2 could be chosen as an equally good optimal meeting-point.)
Fallacious fallacy "4-10 = 9 -15 4-10+ ¥ = 9-15+ ¥ .-. (2-f)(2-f) = (3-f)(3-f) Take square roots
The fallacy is that negative numbers have no simple square root." From Almost everything there is to know by Hunkin, spotted by Humphrey Nye. It is now straightforward to find which A f is the best meeting-point: Gazette concerning four different methods of square-rooting 2 x 2 matrices, we may ask if it is possible to compute all the square roots of any given 2 x 2 matrix, and if so, how? From now on by a "matrix" we mean a real or complex 2 x 2 matrix. We know that every non-zero number has precisely two square roots, but the situation is rather more complicated for matrices. In fact we shall see that the zero matrix and any other multiple of the identity matrix has an infinite number of square roots. All other matrices have only a finite number of square roots, with some (rather surprisingly) having none at all! Our method of enquiry is based on Nick MacKinnon's first method, namely matrix diagonalisation.
